Now Open! AOGS is Accepting Sessions Proposals for its 2020 Annual Meeting
AOGS annual meetings are known for their scope, depth, intimacy and full participation of conveners in program design and development. Submit your session proposal today!

There are 2 main types of session proposals: Regular and Special Learn More
Submission Closes: 15 Oct (Regular) 22 Oct (Special) Acceptances: 29 Oct 2019

AOGS Comps: For every 20 accepted abstracts, ONE Complimentary Registration is given to the Session Convener for deciding the recipient. Learn More

Vivaldi Park Ski Resort is the most visited ski resort in Korea!
It is located in Hongcheon county of Gangwon Province (South Korea) Learn More

Want to Nominate a Colleague for Delivering an AOGS Distinguished Lecture?
The Section Distinguished Lectures are an important highlight and always delivered by senior leaders in their fields. There are 8 AOGS Sections, each chaired by a Section President who is in-charge of the selection committee for deciding the section distinguished lectures.

- Selection Process & Speaker Benefits
- Contact Selection Committee

2020 Conference Program – An Overview Learn More
One-Day Visits for Exploring Scientific Landmarks
Tue-30 Jun "Dongdaemun Design Plaza in Seoul"
Wed-01 Jul "DMZ & Hantangang Geological Park"
Thu-02 Jul "Seoul Museum of History"
Fri-03 Jul "Famous Cave in Gangwon"

Social Highlights Aimed at Promoting face-to-face Interaction
EVERYONE IS INVITED!
Mon-29 Jun “Chimaek Party at Cosmo Lawn”
Tue-30 Jun “Section Meetings/Networking Lunch”
Tue – Thu, 30 Jun to 02 Jul, 5pm to 7pm “Best Korean Drinks Hour”
Fri – 03 Jul, 6pm to 7pm “Farewell Reception”

Publishing Opportunity
AOGS has an article processing charge waiver program for publishing in Geoscience Letters, the official journal of the society. Learn More

Sign Up for Article Alerts & News from this Journal

AOGS2020 Funding Support Application Opens 05 Nov 2019
Funding is made available through its Reduced Fee program for scientists working in less wealthy countries and its Fee Waiver Program for student volunteers. Learn More

2019 AOGS Annual Meeting, 28 Jul to 02 Aug, 2019 in Singapore
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